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ABSTRACT
The design of an
an optical
optical computer
computer must be based on the characteristics
techcharacteristics of optics
optics and optical
optical technology,
of electronic
electronic technology.
technology. The
The property
property of
of optical
optical superposition
superposition is considered
nology, and
and not on those of
considered
implications it has in
in the
the design
design of
and the implications
ofcomputing
computing systems
systems isis discussed.
discussed. It can
can be
be exploited
exploited in
in the
the
implementation of optical gates, interconnections,
interconnections, and shared
shared memory.
memory.
implementation
INTRODUCTION

Fundamental differences
properties of electrons
electrons and
and photons
photons provide
provide for
forexpected
expected
Fundamental
differencesinin the
the properties
differences
in
computational
systems
based
on
these
elements.
Some,
such
as
the
relative
ease
with
differences in computational systems based on these elements. Some, such as
relative
which
which optics
optics can implement regular,
regular, massively
massively parallel
parallel interconnections
interconnectionsare
arewell
wellknown.
known. In this paper
paper
we
superposition of optical
exploited in
we examine
examine how
how the property of superposition
optical signals
signals in
in a linear medium
medium can be exploited
optical/electronic computer.
property enables many optical signals to
building an optical or hybrid optical/electronic
computer. This property
same point
point in
in space
space atatthe
thesame
sametime
timewithout
withoutcausing
causing mutual
mutual interference
interference or
pass through the same
or crosstalk.
crosstalk.
Since
this property,
property, this
shed more
more light on the role
role that
that optics
optics could
could
Since electrons
electrons do
do not
not have
have this
this helps
helps to
to shed
play
computing. We
Wewill
willseparately
separately consider
consider the
the use
use ofofthis
thisproperty
property inininterconnections,
interconnections, gates,
gates, and
and
play in computing.
memory.
INTERCONNECTIONS
technique for
for implementing
implementing optical
optical interconnections
interconnections from
array to another
another (or
(or within
within
A technique
from one 22-D
-D array
the same array) has been described
described [Jenkins
[Jenkins et al,
a!9 1984].
1984]. It utilizes two holograms in succession
succession (Fig.
(Fig.

1). The
holograms can
generated by
computer plotting
to define
define aa finite
1).
The holograms
can be
be generated
by aa computer
plottingdevice.
device. The
The idea
idea is
is to
finite
number,
ofdistinct
distinctinterconnection
interconnection patterns,
patterns, and
number, M
M,, of
and then
then assemble
assemble the
the interconnecting
interconnecting network
network using
using
only
patterns. The
The second
second hologram
hologram of Fig.
consists of
of an
an array
array of
of facets,
facets, one
one for
for each
each of
of
only these
these M
M patterns.
Fig. i1 consists
interconnection patterns.
patterns. The
Thefirst
firsthologram
hologram contains
contains one
one facet
facet for
for each
each input
inputnode,
node, and
andserves
the M interconnection
serves
address the appropriate
appropriate patterns
patterns in
in the
the second
second hologram.
to address
hologram.
is the
the superposition
superposition property
property that makes this interesting.
interesting. Note
Note that
that many
many different
different signal
It is
signal beams
beams
can
pass
through
the
same
facet of
ofthe
thesecond
second hologram
hologram atat the
thesame
sametime
timewithout
withoutcausing
causing mutual
mutual
can pass through
same facet
interference. (All
these signals
signals merely
merely get
get shifted
shifted in
in the
the same
same direction
direction and
and by
by the
the same
sameamount.)
amount.)
(All of these
decreases the complexity
complexity of both holograms
holograms --- The
first because
address M
This feature decreases
The first
because it only has to address
facets,
facets, the
the second
second hologram
hologrambecause
becauseititonly
onlyhas
hasMMfacets.
facets.Let
Let N be
be the
the number
number of
of nodes
nodes in
in the input
and output arrays.
The complexity
complexity (number
(number of
of resolvable
resolvable spots)
spots) of each hologram
hologram can be shown
shown to
and
arrays. The
to be
proportional
with the
the proportionality
proportionality constant
constant being approximately 25 [Jenkins
[Jenkins et
et al.,
al., 1984].
1984].
proportional to NM, with
Using
as aamodel
modelfor
forinterconnections
interconnections in
in parallel
parallel computing,
computing, aa comparison
comparison can be
be made
made
Using this as
between
complexity of these
these optical
optical interconnections
interconnections with
electronic VLSI
VLSI for
for various
various
between the
the complexity
with those
those of electronic
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found
is found
1986]. It is
Jenkins, 1986].
interconnection
networks. Results
Results of this
this have
and Jenkins,
[Giles and
given in [Giles
have been given
interconnection networks.
electronic
thanelectronic
complexitythan
spacecomplexity
lowerspace
equal ororlower
an equal
interconnections have an
optical interconnections
the optical
general the
that in general
interconnections, with the difference becoming more pronounced
interconnections,
pronounced as the connectivity increases.
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interconnections.
holographic system for interconnections.
Optical holographic
1. Optical
Fig. 1.
SHARED MEMORY
SHARED
cells, where many optical beams can
applied to memory cells,
superposition principle
The same superposition
principle can
can be applied
parallel
building a parallel
concept could
simultaneously. This
location simultaneously.
memory location
read
This concept
could be
be useful
useful in building
same memory
read the same
shared
shared memory machine.
shared
computation based
parallel computation
of parallel
models of
abstract models
consider abstract
first consider
we first
concept, we
For
For this concept,
based on shared

technology
electronictechnology
limitationsofofelectronic
inherentlimitations
outinherent
abstractout
approachisistotoabstract
thisapproach
forthis
reasonfor
The reason
memories. The
memories.
adapt the abstract
interconnection capability);
(such
(such as limited interconnection
capability); in
in designing
designing an
an architecture
architecture one
one would
would adapt
parallelizabasically aa parallelizaare basically
models are
memory models
shared memory
These shared
systems. These
limitations of optical systems.
model
model to
to the limitations
Machine.
tion of the Random Access Machine.
Random Access
The Random
Access Machine
Machine (RAM)
(RAM) model
model [Aho,
[Aho, Hopcroft,
Hoperoft,and
and Ullman,
Ullman, 1974]
1974] isis aa model
model of
The
model is a
RAM model
sequential
sequential computation,
computation,similar
similartotobut
butless
less primitive
primitivethan
thanthe
theTuring
Turingmachine.
machine. The
The RAM
RAM
one -accumulatorcomputer
computerininwhich
whichthe
theinstructions
instructionsare
arenot
notallowed
allowedtoto modify
modify themselves.
themselves. A RAM
one-accumulator
read-only
consists
consists of a read
-only input
input tape,
tape, aa write-only
write -onlyoutput
outputtape,
tape,aaprogram
programand
andaamemory.
memory. The time on the
not
RAM is not
program of a RAM
polynomial function
RAM
above by
by a polynomial
functionof
oftime
timeon
onthe
theTM.
TM. The program
bounded above
RAM is bounded
operations
of operations
consists of
and consists
small and
stored in memory
memory and
and is
is unmodifiable.
unmodifiable. The RAM instruction
instruction set is is small
stored
common
subtract, and
store, add, subtract,
such
such as store,
and jump
jump if greater than
than zero;
zero; indirect
indirect addresses
addressesare
arepermitted.
permitted. A common
requires one
instruction requires
assumes that each RAM instruction
which assumes
uniform cost one, which
RAM
RAM model
model is
is the uniform
one unit
unit of
space.
of
time
time and each register one unit
accessibility
their accessibility
by their
differentiated by
are differentiated
and are
memories and
global memories
Shared memory models
models are based on global
elements
processing elements
individualprocessing
whereindividual
modelwhere
memorymodel
sharedmemory
a typicalshared
seea typical
wesee
Fig.22we
InFig.
memory. In
to
to memory.
individual memory
simultaneous access
variable simultaneous
have variable
(PE's) have
access to
to an individual
memory cell.
cell. Each
Each PE
PE can
can access
access any
any cell
cell of
(1988)
88 (1988)
Computing 88
OpticalComputing
963Optical
Vol. 963
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global
different cells of the global
many different
access many
can access
PE's can
memory in
in unit time.
time. In
many PE's
addition, many
Inaddition,
global memory
the global
without
RAM
modified
slightly
a
PE
each
discuss,
we
memory
simultaneously.
In
the
models
we
discuss,
each
is
a
slightly
modified
RAM
without
the
models
the
In
simultaneously.
memory
memory.
global
the
to
access
input and
and output
output tapes,
tapes, and
instruction set
set to
to permit
permit access to the global memory. A
A
modified instruction
and with a modified
input
local
the local
access the
not access
generally not
can generally
processor can
given processor
separate input
input for
for the
the machine
is provided.
provided. AA given
machine is
separate
processors.
memory of other processors.

input
control
control (write) input

shared
memory
memor v

memory f
cell I

1 cell of an

parallel

inputs

shared
of shared
diagram of
Conceptual diagram
2. Conceptual
Fig.
Fig. 2.
memory models.

array

parallel
outputs

array,
an array,
cell of an
memory cell
One memory
Fig. 3. One
Fig.
providshowing
showing multiple
multiple optical beams
-free read access.
contention-free
ing contention

reads
simultaneous reads
allow simultaneous
they allow
whether they
primarily in whether
The various
differ primarily
models differ
memory models
shared memory
various shared
Pippenger
[Lev,
computer
access computer [Lev, Pippenger
random access
parallel random
and/or writes
writes to
to the same memory cell. The
PRAC,parallel
ThePRAC,
and/or
The
individual memory
and Valiant,
Valiant, 1981]
does not allow
reading or
or writing
writing to
to an individual
memory cell.
cell. The
simultaneous reading
allow simultaneous
1981] does
and
but
reads but
simultaneous reads
permits simultaneous
1978] permits
Wyllie, 1978]
and Wyllie,
PRAM,
[Fortune and
machine, [Fortune
access machine,
PRAM, parallel random access
access
random
write
parallel
The
WRAM,
parallel
write
random
access
WRAM,
The
cell.
memory
individual
an
writes
not simultaneous
writes
to
an
individual
memory
cell.
simultaneous
simultaneous reads
permit simultaneous
machine, denotes
denotes aa variety
variety of models
reads and
and certain
certain writes,
writes, but
but differ
differ in
in
models that permit
machine,
allows aa
(1981) allows
Vishkin (1981)
and Vishkin
Shiloach and
by Shiloach
model by
example, aa model
Forexample,
how the write conflicts
resolved. For
conflicts are resolved.
how
paracomputer
value. The paracomputer
same value.
the same
write the
trying to write
processors are
simultaneous
writeonly
only ifif all
are trying
all processors
simultaneous write
cell isis
the cell
to the
written
information
the
all
of
[Schwartz,
1980]
has
simultaneous
writes
but
only
"some"
of
all
the
information
written
to
"some"
only
but
writes
[Schwartz, 1980] has simultaneous
complexity given by
time complexity
of time
recorded.
hierarchy of
represent aa hierarchy
models represent
The models
recorded. The
TPRAC>TPRAM >WRMAAM

model.
execute an algorithm on each model.
required to execute
of parallel time steps required
where T is the minimum number of
where
1985].
Hopcroft, 1985].
and Hoperoft,
[Borodin and
algorithm [Borodin
the algorithm
dependent on the
More detailed comparisons are dependent
409
SPIE Vol.
SPIE
Vol.963
963 Optical
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none of
ofthese
these shared
sharedmemory
memory are
arephysically
physically realizable
realizable because
because of
ofactual
actualfan
fan-in
In general, none
-in limitations.
Asananelectronic
electronicexample,
example,the
theultracomputer
ultracomputer [Schwartz,
[Schwartz, 1980]
1980] isis an
anarchitectural
architectural manifestation
manifestation
tions. As
of the paracomputer
paracomputer that uses
uses aa hardwired
hardwired Omega
Omega network
network between
and memories;
memories; it simusimubetween the
the PE's and
lates the paracomputer within a time penalty of
of O
O ((Iog2n).
continualogen ). The
The current
current IBM
IBM RP3
RP3 project is a continuation of the (initial)
(initial) work on
on the
the ultracomputer.
ultracomputer.
Optical
implement this
Optical systems
systems could
could in principle
principle be
be used
used to implement
this parallel
parallel memory
memory read
read capability.
capability. As
a simple example,
example, a single
single 11-bit
represented by
of aa 11-D
or 22-D
array;
-bit memory
memory cell
cell can
can be represented
by one pixel of
-D or
-D array;
the bit could
could be
be represented
represented by the
the state
state (opaque
(opaque or transparent)
transparent) of
Many optical
optical
the
of the
the memory
memory cell.
cell. Many
beams can simultaneously
simultaneously read
contents of this memory
memory cell without
without contention
contention (Fig. 3).
3). In addiaddibeams
read the contents
an interconnection
interconnection network is needed
needed between
allow any
tion to this an
between the
the PE's
PE's and the memory, that can allow
communicate with
with any
any memory
memory cell,
A regular
regular
PE to communicate
cell, preferably
preferablyinin one
one step,
step, and
and with
with no
no contention.
contention. A
crossbar
sufficient for
because fan-in
given memory
memory cell
allowed. Figure
crossbar isis not sufficient
for this
this because
fan-in to
to a given
cell must
must be allowed.
Figure 44
shows
conceptual block
system based
based on the
the PRAM
PRAM model;
model; here
here the
the memory
memory array
array
shows a conceptual
block diagram
diagram of a system
operates
reflection instead
transmission. The
The fan-in
fan-in required
required of
of the
the interconnection
interconnection network
network is
operates in
in reflection
instead of transmission.
figure.
also depicted in the figure.

D

INTERCONNECTION
NETWORK (dynamic)

PEs

MEMORY
ARRAY

Fig. 4. Block
Block diagram
diagram of
of an
an optical
optical architecture
architecture based on parallel RAM models.

7

i7
INPUT ~
VECTOR

-""-^OUTPUT
ÒUTPUT

OPTICS
OPTICS

CROSSBAR
MASK

OPTICS

VECTOR

Fig. 5. Example of
of an
an optical
optical crossbar
crossbar interconnection
interconnection network.
Optical
potentially implement
implement crossbars
allow this
this fan-in.
fan-in. Several optical
Optical systems
systems can potentially
crossbars that
that also allow
crossbar designs
1986] exhibit
exhibit fan-in
example is the
the
crossbar
designs discussed
discussed inin [Sawchuk,
[Sawchuk,etet al.,
al., 1986]
fan-in capability.
capability. An example
SPIEVol.
Vol. 963
963Optical
OpticalComputing
Computing 88
88 (1988)
(1988)
410 / /SPIE
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optical
5; itit isis based
based on
onearlier
earlierwork
workononoptical
opticalmatrix
matrix-vector
optical crossbar
crossbar shown
shown schematically
schematicallyinin Fig.
Fig. 5;
-vector
multipliers.
The 11-D
optical sources
multipliers. The
-D array
array on the left could be optical
sources (LED's
(LED's or laser diodes) or just the location
optical signals
signals entering
entering from
from previous
previous components.
components. An
An optical
optical system
system spreads
tion of optical
spreads the
the light
light from
from
each
source into
into aa vertical
vertical column
column that
that illuminates
illuminates the
crossbar mask.
Following the
the crossbar
crossbar
each input
input source
the crossbar
mask. Following
mask,
of optics
optics collects
collects the
the light
light transmitted
transmitted by
the mask
mask onto
onto one
one element
element of
mask, a set of
by each row of the
of the
the
output
The states
states of
ofthe
thepixels
pixelsininthe
thecrossbar
crossbarmask
mask (transparent
(transparent or
or opaque)
opaque) determine
determine the
state
output array.
array. The
the state
of the
the crossbar
crossbar switch.
switch. Multiple
column provide
provide fanout;
fanout; multiple
multiple transparent
transparent
Multiple transparent
transparent pixels
pixels in
in a column
pixels
provide fan-in.
fan-in. Many
Manyoptical
opticalreconfigurable
reconfigurable network designs
designs are possible,
possible, and provide
provide
pixels in a row provide
tradeoffs
performance parameters
parameters such
bandwidth, reconfiguration
reconfiguration time,
tradeoffs in performance
such as bandwidth,
time, maximum
maximum number
number of
of
lines,
lines, hardware requirements, etc. Unfortunately,
size
Unfortunately, most
most simple
simple optical
optical crossbars
crossbars will
will be limited in size
to
approximately 256
256 (Sawchuk,
(Sawchuk, et al., 1986).
1986). We
Weare
arecurrently
currently considering
considering variants
variants of
of this
this
to approximately
256 xx 256
technique
elements. Possibilities
Possibilities include
include using
using aa multistage
multistage but
but nonblocking
nonblocking
technique to
to increase
increase the number of elements.
interconnection network
of crossbars,
crossbars, and
and/or
interconnection
network (e.g.
(e.g. Clos), a hierarchy of
/or aa memory
memory hierarchy.
hierarchy.
GATES
Since the superposition
superposition property
Since
property of
of optics
optics only
only applies
applies in linear media,
media, it cannot
cannot in
in general
general be
be
used
of course
course are
are inherently
inherently nonlinear.
nonlinear. However,
used for gates, which of
However, for
for important
important special
special cases
cases supersuperposition can allow many optical gates to be replaced
replaced with one optical switch.
Consider
switch or relay.
relay.
Consider again
again the
the situation
situation depicted
depicted in
in Fig.
Fig. 3,
3, with
with the
the aperture
aperture being
being used
used as
as a switch

The control
control beam
opens or closes
closes the
the relay;
relay; when
The
beam opens
when the
the relay
relay isis closed
closed (i.e.,
(i.e., aperture
aperture isistransparent),
transparent),
many optical
independently pass
represents the control
control beam
many
optical signal
signal beams
beams can independently
pass through
throughthe
the relay.
relay. If
If bb represents
beam
and
signal beams,
and ai
ai the signal
beams, this
thisinineffect
effectcomputes
computesb b-ata- or b-a^
b ai ,, depending
on
which
state
of
b
closes
depending on which state
closes the
relay,
AND operation (Fig. 6).
6).
relay, where denotes the Ar'm

superimposed gate
gate
superimposed
6. One
One optical
optical relay
relay or
or superimposed
superimposed gate
gate versus
versus individual
individual gates
gates
Fig. 6.
common input.
input.
with a common
Using this concept,
concept, aa set
setofofgates
gateswith
witha common
a commoninput
input
a single-instruction
multiple-data
Using
in in
a singleinstruction multiple
-data
(SIMD) machine
replaced with
example of
(SIMD)
machine can
can be
be replaced
with one
one optical
optical switch
switchor
or "superimposed
"superimposed gate".
gate ". An example
this is in the
the control
control signals;
signals; instead
instead of
of broadcasting
broadcasting each
fan-in
this
each instruction
instruction or
or control
control bit
bit to
to all
all PR's,
PE's, a fan-in
from all PE's to
to aacommon
common control
control switch
switch is
is performed.
performed. Thus,
Thus, for
forI/control
controlbits
bitsper
perinstruction
instructionword,
word,
from
/I superimposed
superimposed gates
per PE).
PE). Since
optical or hybrid
hybrid systems
systems we
we
gates could
could replace
replaceNI
NI gates
gates (/(I per
Since for
for optical
expect Af»/,
thiscan
canbe
bea asubstantial
substantialreduction.
reduction. Fig.
Fig. 7 shows
shows an
an example
example of how
how this
this can
can be
be incorincorexpect
NCI, this
porated into
fixed optical interconnections
interconnections (such
Fig. 1).
1). In the figure
porated
into fixed
(such as
as those
those of Fig.
figure there are four PE's
laid out on aa 22-D
array of gates.
gates. Each
EachPE
PEsends
sends aasignal
signalthrough
through one
one pixel
pixel of
ofaatransmissive
transmissive spatial
spatial
laid
-D array
light modulator
The SLM
SLM isiselectrically
electrically addressed,
addressed, so
so that
that the
the instructions
instructions can come
come from
from an
modulator (SLM).
(SLM). The
SPIE
SPIE Vol.
Vol.963
963 Optical
OpticalComputing
Computing88
88(1988)
(1988)/ / 411
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SLM 1
SLMi
array
gate array
gate
output

hologram
H1

hologram
SLM 2
SLM2
H2
electrically
controlled

gate
gate input
array

control
orcontrol
instruction or
forinstruction
gates for
superimposed gates
incorporationofofsuperimposed
theincorporation
forthe
architecturefor
opticalarchitecture
Anoptical
7. An
Fig. 7.
Fig.
1. Signals
Fig. 1.
those of Fig.
identical to those
are identical
but are
clarity but
for clarity
omitted for
are omitted
optics are
Theoptics
bits. The
bits.
Signals from four gates are
bit.
control bit.
common control
shown that fan in to aa common
control bit,
superimposed gate
common superimposed
through a common
passing through
electronic
electronic host.
host. After passing
gate corresponding
corresponding to
to the
the control
holosecond
the
case
this
In
array.
input
gate
the
in
inputs
gate
appropriate
the
to
signals proceed
the signals
proceed to
appropriate gate inputs in the gate input array. In this case the second holoThis
(gates different
inputs (gates
gram H2 deflects
deflects the
the signals
signals to
to the desired gate inputs
different from
from which
which they
they came).
came). This
thus
bits; thus
control bits;
for control
SLM for
the SLM
of the
introduction of
the introduction
for the
except for
identical to
optical system
system is
is identical
to that of Fig. 11 except
convenone; aa convenprocess is one;
gate in this process
fanout of each gate
also that the fanout
Note also
compatable. Note
systems are
the systems
are compatable.
capability or else a
fanout capability
require very high fanout
would require
tional
with aa large
large number
number of PE's would
implementation with
tional implementation
fanout.
the fanout.
provide the
to provide
bit to
control bit
each control
tree of gates for each
regenerated,
input isis regenerated,
(b)) input
common (b
3-terminal
true 3superimposed gates
These
These superimposed
gates are not true
terminal devices.
devices. The common
too
through too
go through
not go
do not
signals do
at signals
that these ai
constraint, that
designconstraint,
result,aadesign
Asa aresult,
not. As
are not.
inputs are
but the at inputs
be
must be
gate, must
conventional gate,
regenerated by
being regenerated
without being
succession without
superimposed gates
many superimposed
many
gates in succession
by aa conventional
that the
consequence is that
Another consequence
control bits.
issue in the case of control
typically not
This is typically
adhered to. This
not an issue
bits. Another
are
gates are
reduced, because
processing operation
given processing
switching energy
total switching
total
energy required
required for
for a given
operation isis reduced,
because N
N gates
switching
total
the
that
likely
it
because
important
This
gate.
superimposed
one
with
replaced
This
is
important
because
is
likely
that
the
total
switching
replaced with
superimposed gate.
optical
an optical
in an
gates in
speed and number of gates
switching speed
limiting factor on the switching
energy
energy will
will ultimately
ultimately be
be the limiting
are
gates are
includean
an increase
increase inin computing
computingspeed
speedsince
since some
some of
of the
the gates
advantages include
Other advantages
computer. Other
gates.
optical gates.
implement the optical
effectively passive
passive and
and reduced
reduced requirements
requirements on the device used to implement
effectively
CONCLUSIONS
optical or
design of optical
superposition can
property of superposition
shown that the property
have shown
We have
We
can be
be exploited
exploited in
in the
the design
highly
for highly
complexity for
hologram complexity
the hologram
reduce the
can reduce
architectures. It can
computing architectures.
optical/electronic computing
hybrid optical/electronic

simultaneous
permit simultaneous
and permit
system, and
SIMD system,
parallel
parallel interconnections,
interconnections,reduce
reducethe
thenumber
numberofof gates
gates in
in a SIMD
funOur funmachine, thereby
memory
memory access
access in a parallel shared memory machine,
thereby reducing
reducing contention
contention problems.
problems. Our
optical computing
architectures for
damental reason
damental
reason for
for studying
studying this
this is that architectures
for optical
computing must
must be
be designed
designed for
for the
the
electronic
limitations of electronic
the limitations
constrained by
capabilities and
capabilities
and limitations
limitationsof
of optics;
optics; they
they must
must not
not be constrained
by the
Computing 88 (1988)
Optical Computing
963 Optical
Vol. 963
SPIE
412 / /SP
/E Vol.
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architectures to
computing architectures
parallel computing
digital parallel
approaches to digital
dominated approaches
necessarily dominated
which have necessarily
systems,
systems, which
date.
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